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American Library Association • November 3, 2015
 


For daily ALA and library news, check the American Libraries website or subscribe to our
 RSS feed.


President’s Message: The future of the MLIS


ALA President Sari Feldman writes: “At ALA, we know
 that the future relevance of libraries will depend on
 what we do for people rather than what we have for
 people. What isn’t entirely clear is what this evolution
 means for library education and the MLIS degree. A
 2014 paper from Deloitte LLP’s Deloitte University
 Press, ‘The Lifetime Learner’ (PDF file), describes a new landscape in which individuals
 must weigh the increasing costs of a traditional education against the uncertainty of a
 future payoff.”...


 American Libraries column, Nov./Dec.


Building a better board of trustees


Maria R. Traska writes: “Fred Stielow (right), a self-confessed wonk,
 has been involved in digital automation for decades. In the 1970s, he
 was on the project team for HyperTies, the first DOS-based hypertext
 program used on the earliest iteration of the internet. He’s a champion
 of the library, takes his financial duties seriously, and views his work on
 statistics as helping to set the strategic direction and further the
 mission of the library. So how can libraries find and develop more
 leaders like Stielow for their boards of trustees?”...



https://apply.ala.org/thinkingmoney

http://www.americanlibrariesmagazine.org/

http://americanlibrariesmagazine.org/feed/

https://www.facebook.com/amlibraries

https://twitter.com/amlibraries

http://www.pinterest.com/amlibraries/

https://www.youtube.com/user/AmLibraryAssociation

http://americanlibrariesmagazine.org/feed/

http://americanlibrariesmagazine.org/2015/10/30/future-of-mlis/

http://d2mtr37y39tpbu.cloudfront.net/wp-content/uploads/2014/10/DUP-952_Lifetime-learner_vFINAL.pdf
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American Libraries feature, Oct. 30


The legacy of Alan Lomax


Folk-music collector, ethnographer, and archivist Alan
 Lomax, who died in 2002, was born 100 years ago in
 1915. To celebrate the anniversary, Chicago’s Old
 Town School of Folk Music invited two Lomax
 experts to speak at the Chicago Humanities Festival
 on November 4. Michael J. Kramer (left) teaches
 history and American studies at Northwestern
 University, and Nathan Salsburg (right) is curator of the online Alan Lomax Archive. They
 spoke to American Libraries about Lomax and his relevance today....


American Libraries feature, Nov. 2


 


 


Storytime demand surges in New York City


Winnie Hu writes: “Among parents of the under-5 set,
 spots for storytime at the New York Public Library
 have become as coveted as seats for a hot
 Broadway show. Lines stretch down the block at
 some branches, with tickets given out on a first-
come-first-served basis because there is not enough
 room to accommodate all of the children who show
 up. Workers at the 67th Street branch on the Upper East Side turn away at least 10
 people from every reading.”...


New York Times, Nov. 1


Library storytimes for children with autism


A growing number of libraries are opening earlier and
 holding special storytimes to cater to some little
 Minnesotans who like to read in their own way. Carver
 County Library and several other Minnesota libraries
 are piloting Sensitive Storytimes to accommodate
 children on the autism spectrum or with sensory
 processing disorders. The Center for Engaging Autism
 has trained librarians across Minnesota to better serve children on the spectrum in their
 communities....


Minneapolis Star Tribune, Oct. 31



http://americanlibrariesmagazine.org/2015/11/02/legacy-alan-lomax/

http://www.culturalequity.org/ace/ce_ace_archive.php

http://2016.alamidwinter.org/

http://www.nytimes.com/2015/11/02/nyregion/long-line-at-the-library-its-story-time-again.html

http://www.startribune.com/library-story-times-for-children-with-autism-growing-in-popularity-in-minnesota/338630051/
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Galante sues Queens Library for $2 million


The fired director of the Queens (N.Y.) Public Library is suing his
 former employer for more than $2 million, claiming that the tactics
 used against him both before and since his discharge were
 politically motivated. Thomas W. Galante was terminated in 2014
 for allegedly misspending library funds on such items as a $27,000
 smoking deck outside his office. Galante's complaint filed in
 Brooklyn federal court on November 2 alleges that he was the
 victim of damaging press leaks orchestrated by a group of library
 trustees, Queens Borough President Melinda Katz, and New York City Comptroller Scott
 Stringer....


New York Post, Nov. 2; Wall Street Journal, Nov. 2


LSSI sees some resistance in Kern County


Library Systems and Services Inc. is running into
 opposition as it seeks to add the 24 branches of the
 Kern County (Calif.) Library in Bakersfield to its portfolio
 of 82 in six states, allowing the county to shed a
 unionized workforce of 118. The library system north of
 Los Angeles would be the largest addition for LSSI
 since the firm began in 1997. In Kern County, the bid for
 private management has residents debating whether the printed word is a special trust....


Bloomberg Business, Nov. 2


Lingua editors resign in protest over Elsevier pricing


All six editors and all 31 editorial board members of Lingua, one of the
 top journals in linguistics, resigned in late October to protest Elsevier’s
 policies on pricing and its refusal to convert the journal to an open-
access publication that would be free online. The move came after
 telling Elsevier of the frustrations of libraries that reported they could not
 afford to subscribe to the journal and in some cases couldn’t even figure
 out what it would cost to subscribe....


Inside Higher Ed, Nov. 2


Rethinking library web governance


Courtney McDonald, Anne Haines, and Rachel
 Cohen write: “The world is changing, the web is
 changing, and libraries are changing. Commercial
 behemoths like Amazon, Google, and Facebook,
 together with advancements in technical
 infrastructure and consumer technology, have
 established a new set of expectations for even


 



http://nypost.com/2015/11/02/axed-queens-public-library-director-suing-for-over-2m/
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 casual users of the web. These expectations have created new mental models of how
 things ought to work. Has our collective concept of the purpose of the library website
 evolved as well?”...


ACRL TechConnect Blog, Nov. 2


14 cool smartphone camera tricks


Evan Dashevsky writes: “Right now, people are
 walking around with super powerful digital cameras in
 their pockets. The public has enthusiastically
 shrugged off any privacy concerns and learned to
 embrace mobile photography. And gadget makers
 have responded with better and ever more capable
 digital cameras. Chances are, you’re not even taking
 advantage of all the cool things your phone’s camera can do. Check out our slideshow for
 14 amazing smartphone camera tricks.”...


PC Magazine, Oct. 31, Apr. 7


Eight ways to clean a digital library


Jeffrey M. Perkel writes: “Eight major tools—colwiz,
 EndNote, F1000Workspace, Mendeley, Papers,
 ReadCube, RefME, and Zotero—all compete in the
 reference-management market. Some excel at
 streamlining the process of browsing and building
 literature libraries, whereas others focus on creating
 bibliographies, aiding collaboration through the use of
 shared workspaces, or recommending papers. Each tool exists to help researchers tame
 the digital flotsam and jetsam of scattered, downloaded PDFs.”...


Nature, Nov. 2


The room where the internet was born


Ingrid Burrington writes: “We came to Los Angeles
 because we wanted to start the drive where the cloud
 started—and we decided that meant going to where
 the internet started, which, in turn, meant going down
 a rabbit hole of debated histories that, for better or
 worse, deposited us in Room 3240 of Boelter Hall at
 the University of California, Los Angeles. This was the
 home of UCLA’s Network Measurement Center, which, between 1969 and 1975, served
 as one of the first nodes of the ARPANET.”...


The Atlantic, Nov. 2


Children’s literature of the Southwest



http://www.pcmag.com/slideshow/story/333977/14-cool-smartphone-camera-tricks-you-should-know

http://www.pcmag.com/article2/0,2817,2479968,00.asp
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Marisa Macy writes: “To learn more about a place, immerse
 yourself in the literature of that region. I want to take you on a
 journey to the Southwestern part of the United States through
 literature written for children. Here are some selected books for
 young readers to delight, learn, challenge, and inspire.”...


ALSC Blog, Nov. 3
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For daily ALA and library news, check the American Libraries website or subscribe to our
 RSS feed.


Improving health literacy


Lea Radick writes: “More than 90 million adults in the
 US have low health literacy—how well a person can
 get needed health information and services, and how
 well he or she understands them—according to the
 National Library of Medicine. NLM produces
 MedlinePlus, a National Institutes of Health website
 that’s just one of several consumer health resources
 available to the public. A recent health information outreach project in New England
 trained public librarians to use MedlinePlus.”...


 American Libraries feature, Nov./Dec.


Wild Colorado wildlife discovery app


Joseph Sanchez writes: “Mesa County (Colo.) Libraries is
 blazing a new trail with Wild Colorado, a wildlife discovery app.
 Users will be able to create collections of animals, add notes
 and photos, and share their experiences with friends and
 family via social media. Photos are licensed from Colorado
 photographers, and the library has partnered with Colorado
 Parks and Wildlife to provide species-level information. The
 app goes beyond traditional field guides, with its personal and
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 social functionality.”...


American Libraries Trends, Nov./Dec.


 


 


11 questions with Jody Gray


Meet Jody Gray (right), ALA’s new director of the Office for Diversity,
 Literacy, and Outreach Services, who took the helm on November 2.
 Gray is no stranger to the issues of diversity and inclusion. Before
 joining the Association, she was diversity outreach librarian at
 University of Minnesota Libraries, where she helped bolster dialogue
 using training and curriculum, and facilitated staff development
 workshops....


AL: The Scoop, Nov. 13


When the subject is death


Tim Inklebarger writes: “The prospect of one’s own death
 is not exactly a topic for casual dinner conversation. But
 a movement that encourages group discussion of this
 weighty subject is growing, and organizers are finding
 that local libraries are one place where they won’t be
 silenced. Since the first gathering, named death café,
 was held in Columbus, Ohio, in July 2012, the forums
 have spread across the nation. Many are beginning to appear in libraries, according to
 Lizzy Miles, an organizer for DeathCafe.com.”...


American Libraries Trends, Nov./Dec.


 


 


A librarian’s take on the Amazon bookstore


Joseph Janes writes: “When I got an email confirming
 rumors that the new building at the University Village
 shopping center in Seattle was, indeed, the first brick-
and-mortar Amazon bookstore, I had to go, if for no
 other reason than to say I was there on Day One,
 November 3. All the books are face-out, with customer



http://www.librariestransform.org/#because
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 reviews and occasional five-star ratings on labels. No
 price tags, though each shelf label has a barcode that you can scan with the handy
 Amazon app or at price-check stations.”...


AL: The Scoop, Nov. 11


National Diversity in Libraries Conference


The 2016 National Diversity in Libraries Conference,
 cosponsored by the University of California, Los
 Angeles Library and the Association of Research
 Libraries, will take place on the UCLA campus
 August 10–13, 2016. The NDLC ’16 Program
 Committee invites presentation proposals that address the conference’s theme of “Bridges
 to Inclusion,” highlighting issues related to diversity and inclusion that affect staff, users,
 and institutions. The deadline for submissions is November 30....


Association of Research Libraries, Nov. 12


 


 


Queens Library celebrates Hip Hop History Month


Legendary DJ, VJ, producer, and pioneer hip-hop
 personality “Uncle” Ralph McDaniels has joined
 Queens (N.Y.) Library as its first hip hop coordinator.
 McDaniels will be working with the library beginning in
 November, Hip Hop History Month, to build
 relationships within the hip-hop community and
 encourage the creation of archival collections. He will
 also coordinate programs of local cultural interest. The
 library began an initiative to preserve and celebrate Queens’ hip-hop heritage in 2014....


Queens (N.Y.) Library, Nov. 10; The Monarch Review, Oct. 7


Fairfax County director position proving hard to fill


With stellar health benefits and an annual salary of as
 much as $183,665, the job overseeing Virginia’s largest
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 library system would seem easy to fill. But several
 candidates being considered by Fairfax County have
 decided that they don’t want the job—a reflection, officials
 and advocates say, of the challenge of finding a top-notch
 leader when budgets are tight, experts are in high
 demand, and the public is divided over the extent to which libraries should embrace a
 more digital approach....


Washington Post, Nov. 11


Reinventing study spaces for tech-savvy students


In the 1930s, the University of California, Berkeley’s
 Moffitt Library was known as the place to go to get a
 date. In 2015, the library, while still an active meeting
 space, is becoming known as an intellectual hub or
 incubator, thanks to renovations currently happening to
 the venerable building. Libraries like Moffitt reflect a
 changing trend of student study spaces that are
 creating environments where students can prepare themselves for the rigors of the 21st-
century workforce....


San Francisco Chronicle, Oct. 30


Pitt makes Murtha papers accessible


The life and times of the late Congressman John
 Murtha (1932–2010, right), the longest-serving
 congressman in Pennsylvania history and one of its
 most prominent veterans, are reflected in a massive
 collection of Murtha’s personal papers that were
 donated to the University of Pittsburgh and have now
 been processed and archived by the university library.
 A new website features a small but compelling sampling of the materials, which reflect the
 longtime Democrat’s work and accomplishments....


University of Pittsburgh, Nov. 6


South Australia turns its collections inside out


The State Library of South Australia in Adelaide has
 turned itself inside out, engaging a team of large-
scale projection artists to illuminate stories from their
 bequest collections on the exterior walls of the
 building. The project, known as the Story Wall, is the
 first permanent projection art installation curated by a
 library in Australia. Library Director Alan Smith says
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 the librarians have embraced their new roles as digital storytellers, working with the artists
 to curate the exhibition....


The Lead South Australia, Nov. 12


2015 Scotiabank Giller Prize


At a gala ceremony November 10 in Toronto, André Alexis was named the
 winner of the $100,000 Scotiabank Giller Prize, Canada’s most
 prestigious literary award for fiction, for his novel Fifteen Dogs (Coach
 House Books). The novel, which also won the $25,000 Rogers Writers’
 Trust Fiction Prize, is an allegory in which two Greek gods grant 15 dogs
 human consciousness to see if the maneuver will bring the canines
 happiness....


Publishers Weekly, Nov. 11


Simon & Schuster changes library ebook terms


Simon & Schuster has debuted new license terms for library ebooks.
 Where the publisher used to charge libraries an above-the-consumer-
market price for an expiring one-year license, it’s now also offering a two-
year license for 50% more. OverDrive says that the program is being
 tested with a limited selection of titles. For example, Dork Diaries: Tales
 from a Not-So-Happily Ever After is available for a one-year price at
 $12.99, or for a two-year term for $19.49. The same ebook can be found
 in the Kindle Store for $10....


The Digital Reader, Nov. 12; OverDrive Blogs, Nov. 12


What open-access publishing actually costs


Ellen Wexler writes: “In academe, ideas cost money.
 But how much? Advocates for open-access journals
 say that academic research should be free for
 everyone to read. But even those proponents
 acknowledge that publishing costs money—the
 disagreement is over the amount. The Chronicle
 consulted with the Open Library of the Humanities, a nonprofit group that publishes seven
 peer-reviewed journals in the humanities and social sciences.”...


Chronicle of Higher Education, Nov. 9


The statistical dominance of Dr. Seuss


Dan Kopf writes: “Nearly 25 years after his death, Dr.
 Seuss continues to dominate the world of children’s
 books to an astonishing degree. Today, one in four of
 children’s first books is one penned by Theodor
 Seuss Geisel. The Cat in the Hat, Green Eggs and
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 Ham, and How the Grinch Stole Christmas!, all published prior to 1970, remain among
 today’s bestselling children’s books. The Grinch might have stolen Christmas, but Geisel
 stole all our hearts.”...


Priceonomics, Nov. 11; BBC News


Interactive options in online learning


Elizabeth M. Johns writes: “Online learning
 experiences, both synchronous and asynchronous,
 often rely heavily on passive engagement by the learner. However, web-based tools and
 techniques can transform a synchronous online session from a passive, webinar-style
 experience into an engaging, interactive online classroom with robust learning activities.
 To be effective in both synchronous and asynchronous settings, online instruction must
 incorporate different types of interactivity for students.”...


ACRL Instructional Technology Committee Tips and Trends, Fall 2015


Top 10 books on religion and spirituality, 2015


Ilene Cooper writes: “Ranging from Augustine to Pope Francis, ancient
 atheism to American utopianism, these titles were reviewed in Booklist
 from November 15, 2014, to November 1, 2015. For example, How to
 Read the Bible and Still Be a Christian by John Dominic Crossan, an
 expert on the historical Jesus, who urges readers to note the history and
 cultural background against which biblical events occurred and proposes
 viewing the nonviolent Jesus movement as Christian centrality.”...


Booklist, Nov. 15


Why librarians should love Fallout 4


Erin Blakemore writes: “At first blush, ‘library’ and
 ‘Fallout 4’ don’t seem like they should belong in the
 same sentence. The former is all about reading, while
 the latter concerns itself with roaming through a hostile,
 post-apocalyptic Boston overrun by two-headed wild
 animals. But the two have more in common than you
 may realize, as Chris Jecks writes for Twinfinite. In the
 newly released video game, players are rewarded when they return overdue library
 books.”...


Smithsonian: Smart News, Nov. 12; Twinfinite, Nov.
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Solving the selfpublished puzzle


Greg Landgraf writes: “Traditional attitudes toward self
published books are changing. While long decried as the
worstwritten dregs at the bottom of the publishing barrel,
selfpublishing has started to attract reputable titles to its
ranks, thanks to new technologies and business models.
These titles, in turn, are attracting audiences, with some
selfpublished books even becoming bona fide smash hits.
Glen Ellyn (Ill.) Public Library is one of a growing number of libraries that are acquiring
these books.”...


American Libraries feature, Nov./Dec.


Another Story: The fee library


Joseph Janes writes: “When we think of
subscription libraries today, they evoke a sort of
charming, sepiatoned reminder of days gone by. In
many ways, these paved the way for the
emergence of free, publicly supported libraries
more than a century ago, and a few of them are
left, as curiosities, harmless and unthreatening. But nobody starts them today, right?
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Guess again. A new subscription library, rather grandly named Folio: The Seattle
Athenaeum, will open in January.”...


American Libraries column, Nov./Dec.


 


 


Youth Matters: Everything is messy


Linda W. Braun writes: “Until recently, if you had
asked me how I would describe, in a word, working
with and for youth and families, I’d have probably
responded: awesome. But not too long ago I was
talking with a colleague about our work and she
offered a different word: messy. I realized that word
was a fitting—and not necessarily negative—description. Many people serving youth and
families in libraries may find it to be a ‘messy’ business.”...


American Libraries column, Nov./Dec.


Dispatches from the Field: Embracing the future


Rebecca K. Miller, Heather MoorefieldLang, and
Carolyn Meier write: “In April 2015, the iPad turned
five years old. For those of us in libraries, the tablet
revolution sparked by the iPad ushered in a period
of excitement and exploration. We wondered how
tablets might change the way we engage with our
users. If nothing else, we understood that tablets and mobile devices held great promise
for enhancing teaching and learning opportunities, reference services, access to
collections, and circulation services.”...


American Libraries column, Nov./Dec.; Dispatches from the Field, Dec. 5, 2012


 


 


Reauthorized ESEA passes joint committee


The combined House and Senate versions of the new Elementary and Secondary
Education Act (ESEA) rewrite, now called the Every Student Succeeds Act, passed the
joint conference committee with a 39–1 vote on November 19. The new version alters
accountability by making test scores, graduation rates, and proficiency in English at least
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51% of a school’s grade. Before the committee convened,
a framework (PDF file) had already been agreed upon by
the four legislators leading the negotiating committee....


Education Week: Politics K–12, Nov. 19; Education Dive,
Nov. 20


Will libraries outlive books?


Nancy Gravatt writes: “Can you imagine only one
universal library in the world by the next century?
And what might a librarian’s profile look like—more
scientist or content manager? Those questions and
more were examined by two panels of library experts
mulling over what libraries might look like in our
lifetimes and beyond in a November 11 program sponsored by Future Tense, a
partnership of Arizona State University, the New America Foundation, and Slate
magazine.”...


AL: The Scoop, Nov. 17


Andre Dubus III and Nancy Pearl at Midwinter


2016 ALA Midwinter Meeting attendees in Boston
will have the chance to join a lively conversation
between bestselling authors Andre Dubus III and
Nancy Pearl at an Auditorium Speaker session held
on January 9. Dubus is the author of six books,
including the bestsellers House of Sand and Fog
and The Garden of Last Days. Pearl, a former
librarian and author of several Book Lust and Book Crush titles, speaks frequently about
the pleasures of reading to libraries, literacy organizations, and community groups....


Conference Services, Nov. 19


 


 


Missouri library to make cuts after student fee vote fails


Students and faculty will help University of Missouri Libraries decide what cuts to make to
balance the department’s budget after students rejected a library fee in midNovember.
The staggered fee increase would have used $13 million from students to add new
positions, renovate parts of Ellis Library, and increase the collections budget, but only
46% voted in favor of the fee. Lagging state funding and an emphasis on keeping tuition
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costs down contribute to the library’s budget not
being in line with its peers....


Columbia (Mo.) Daily Tribune, Nov. 19


Klondike Kate mystery laid to rest by librarian


Nate Pedersen, community librarian at the Deschutes (Oreg.) Public
Library’s downtown Bend branch by day and history detective by
night, readily admits to being taken in by the charm and mystique of
“Klondike Kate” Rockwell (right), famed dancer during the Yukon
Gold Rush and vaudeville star, who spent the last 40 years of her life
in Oregon. Pederson has now solved the mystery of who scattered
Kate’s ashes over the High Desert in 1960—it was David Duniway,
the head archivist at the Oregon State Library....


Bend (Oreg.) Bulletin, Nov. 15


Magpies infest Anchorage library


For about a month, magpies have been infesting the
stacks of the Z. J. Loussac Public Library in
Anchorage, Alaska. Some suspect the birds got in
because of recent construction, but that has not
been confirmed. The library has tried multiple traps
to catch the magpies but each failed. “We’ve called
several agencies and really there is nobody in town
that can handle this kind of thing as far as we can tell,” said Doug McAllister, social
sciences librarian....


KTUUTV, Anchorage, Alaska, Nov. 16


Pew Research Center study on freedom of expression


Richard Wike and Katie Simmons write: “Although
observers have documented a global decline in
democratic rights in recent years, people around
the world nonetheless embrace fundamental
democratic values, including free expression. A new Pew Research Center survey finds
that majorities in nearly all 38 nations polled say it is at least somewhat important to live
in a country with free speech, a free press, and freedom on the internet. The US is
especially likely to embrace individual liberties.”...


Pew Research Center, Nov. 18; Freedom House


Games to play on International Games Day


Veronica Stork writes: “If you’re like me, you look
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Veronica Stork writes: “If you’re like me, you look
forward to International Games Day every
November. Maybe you’ll participate in this year’s
International Minecraft Hunger Games tournament
or play the Global Gossip Game, provide a selection
of awesome board games, or set up a LAN party and
play Halo 3. Today we are going to talk about a few
video games that really think outside of the box. On November 21, consider firing up one
of these.”...


Programming Librarian, Nov. 17


2015 National Book Award winners


TaNehisi Coates’s Between the World and Me, a brief, unflinching
address to his teenage son on race and police violence that is well on its
way to a lasting place in American letters, won the 2015 National Book
Award for nonfiction on November 18. The fiction prize was given to
Adam Johnson’s Fortune Smiles, an eclectic and edgy story collection
set everywhere from the former East Germany to a Louisiana community
reeling from Hurricane Katrina....


Associated Press, Nov. 19


Scifi authors write stories based on Microsoft Labs


Amanda Connolly writes: “What happens when you
invite a group of sciencefiction writers into a
research lab? They write a book of short stories.
That’s exactly what happened when Microsoft
opened the doors of its Research Labs to nine
prominent scifi authors this year. Future Visions: Original Science Fiction Inspired by
Microsoft covers everything from quantum computing to AI and includes authors
Elizabeth Bear, David Brin, and Nancy Kress, who all visited the labs over the course of
the year.”...


The Next Web, Nov. 17


Apps and services for learning to code


Jordan Minor writes: “Learning to code can be a
lonely, confusing, and tedious process, but online
learning programs have sprung up to make coding
education accessible to everyone, even those with
absolutely no coding experience or knowledge.
Here’s how to find the best online coding class for
you. We’ve even reviewed some apps for kids, too,
because it’s never too early to start coding.”...


PC Magazine, Nov. 17
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Microsoft uses Minecraft to teach coding


On November 16, Microsoft unveiled a Minecraftthemed coding
tutorial to teach children (and adults) the basics of computer
science as part of Code.org’s third annual Hour of Code. The
free tutorial available now walks students through 14 levels
where they can navigate, mine, craft, and explore in the 2D
Minecraft world by plugging together blocks to complete actions
and generate computer code. Microsoft bought the popular
game when it acquired Mojang in 2014 for $2.4 billion....


Information Week, Nov. 17


50 super smart books for everyone on your list


Caitlin Schneider writes: “There’s nothing quite as surefire as the gift of a
good book, but weeding through the many titles on bookstore shelves
and in online stores can be overwhelming. Fear not, holiday shopper.
We’ve compiled a list of our favorite books in a mix of alltime bests and
recent standouts. There’s something for every reader, and we wouldn’t
blame you if you ended up with a few in the cart for yourself too.”...


Mental Floss, Nov. 18
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For daily ALA and library news, check the American Libraries website or subscribe to our
 RSS feed.


Highlights of AASL15


At the AASL National Conference in Columbus, Ohio, on
 November 6, Dave Rohl, principal of Perry Meridian Middle
 School in Indianapolis, introduced a group of
 administrators with Project Connect, who are helping to
 empower their school library programs. On the final day of
 the conference, author Brian Selznick talked about the
 power of stories and Northwestern University Professor
 Eszter Hargittai offered a revealing look at internet skills....


 AL: The Scoop, Nov. 7, 9


Newsmaker: Pharrell Williams


It might seem crazy what he’s about to . . . write. Grammy Award–
winning singer, songwriter, and producer Pharrell Williams—best
 known for his 2014 global hit “Happy”—can now add “author” to his
 long list of accomplishments. His recent picture book Happy! (G.P.
 Putnam’s Sons, 2015) features photos of children around the world
 celebrating life’s joys....


American Libraries feature, Nov. 10
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In Practice: Privacy in the internet age


Meredith Farkas writes: “We know that intellectual
 freedom is a core value of our profession, but it’s
 easy to become complacent and lose sight of the
 magnitude of our role in protecting patron privacy.
 This may stem from the fact that there is now so
 much that is outside of our control, but that makes our
 role as advocates and educators even more important.”...


American Libraries column, Nov./Dec.


 


 


Broadband is coming: Is your library ready?


Marijke Visser writes: “Internet access is no longer optional for
 today’s libraries. Without it, many library services grind to a halt and
 our patrons are left without access to the resources they need for
 education, employment, entrepreneurship, individual empowerment,
 and community engagement—The E’s of Libraries. In December
 2014, the FCC completed a major reform of the E-Rate program—
the national telecommunications program that helps libraries and
 schools connect to the internet.”...


AL: The Scoop, Nov. 9; FCC, Jan. 13


Elsevier and open access journals


James LaRue writes: “Fed-up academics are taking a harder line
 against increasing journal prices: ‘All six editors and all 31 editorial
 board members of Lingua, one of the top journals in linguistics, last
 week resigned to protest Elsevier’s policies on pricing and its refusal
 to convert the journal to an open-access publication that would be
 free online.’ Elsevier’s prices have been outrageous for scientific
 journals for a long time; now that’s spread to the social sciences.”...


AL: E-Content, Nov. 10; Inside Higher Ed, Nov. 2


Getting ready for winter in Boston


Martha Boksenbaum writes: “Last year Boston got hit
 with snow for weeks on end. However, all Boston
 winters are cold, windy, and wet, and here are some
 quick tips on what to pack to prepare for the beautiful
 winter wonderland we don’t stop complaining about
 until spring thaw. You will need a real winter coat, one
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 that will cover your whole torso and can put up with
 Boston winter temperatures. Typical January
 temperatures are 30 degrees F., but it can get
 colder.”...


YALSA Blog, Nov. 10


 


 


American Library in Paris Book Award


The third annual American Library in Paris Book Award, which carries a
 prize of $5,000, was awarded to The Marquis: Lafayette Reconsidered by
 Laura Auricchio at the George C. Marshall Center on November 6. The
 library received 102 eligible submissions this year. Book-length prose
 works originally written in English—including but not limited to fiction,
 history, biography, travel, politics, food, and art—are eligible for the
 award....


American Library in Paris, Nov. 8


2015 World Fantasy Awards


The winners of the 2015 World Fantasy Awards have been announced at
 the World Fantasy Convention in Saratoga Springs, New York. The
 winner in the Best Novel category was David Mitchell, The Bone Clocks
 (Random House/Sceptre UK). The Best Collection award went to Helen
 Marshall for Gifts for the One Who Comes After (ChiZine Publications)
 and the Best Anthology was Kelly Link and Gavin J. Grant, eds.,
 Monstrous Affections: An Anthology of Beastly Tales (Candlewick
 Press)....


SF Signal, Nov. 9; World Fantasy Convention


Museums and libraries transform their communities


A new IMLS national report finds that many museums and libraries are
 using their prominent local positions to help rebuild troubled
 neighborhoods, driving economic, educational, and social efforts that
 help raise standards of living. Museums, Libraries, and
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 Comprehensive Initiatives: A First Look at Emerging Experience (PDF
 file) examines the ways that museums and libraries are helping fuel
 successful comprehensive community revitalization efforts....


Institute of Museum and Library Services, Nov. 9


DPLA to investigate newspaper digitization


The Digital Public Library of America has been
 awarded $150,000 from the John S. and James L.
 Knight Foundation to research the potential
 integration of newspaper content into the DPLA
 platform. DPLA plans to investigate what resources it
 would take to potentially provide seamless discovery
 of the newspapers of all states and US territories,
 including the over 10 million pages already currently available in the Library of Congress’s
 Chronicling America....


Digital Public Library of America, Nov. 9


Mr. Dürer comes to Washington


John Hessler writes: “In the summer of 1901, Joseph
 Fischer was searching through a small library in the
 tiny village of Wolfegg, Germany. He happened upon
 a book that contained the only surviving copies of two
 of the great masterpieces of Renaissance
 cartography, the long-lost 1507 and 1516 World
 Maps by Martin Waldseemüller. Missing from the
 book, when it initially came to the Library of Congress, was a rare copy of the first printed
 star-chart of the Southern Hemisphere by the artist Albrecht Dürer. But after many years,
 in late October, LC acquired the Dürer chart, thereby reassembling all of the original
 materials.”...


Library of Congress: Worlds Revealed, Nov. 6


An NYPL book odyssey


Emily S. Rueb writes: “We followed Breakfast at
 Tiffany’s as it journeyed through the New York Public
 Library system. At 10:57 a.m. on October 27, we
 logged onto nypl.org and requested the book. To test
 the limits of the system, we asked that it be sent to the
 Stapleton branch on Staten Island. A library’s
 circulating collection is perpetually in motion. Last
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 year, 38.5 million items (including renewals) were pumped through 150 library branches in
 the New York and Brooklyn Public Library systems.”...


New York Times, Nov. 6


Gendered booklists and readers’ advisory


Sarah Carnahan writes: “It’s difficult to talk about
 gender definitions and not talk about labels, double
 standards, and stereotypes. There is a fine line
 between narrowing the focus in a book search
 based on gender and narrowing topics or
 experiences. There is a place for gendered booklists, but it should not be the deciding
 factor. Should gender play a significant role in readers’ advisory? How often have you
 asked an adult, ‘Are you reading a boy or a girl book?’”...


YALSA The Hub, Nov. 10


New Pinterest visual search tool


Nathaniel Mott writes: “Pinterest has introduced a visual
 search feature that allows its users to identify specific
 objects shown in the images people collect and share
 on its site. The tool works by allowing people to select
 a portion of an image—presumably centered on
 whatever they wish to learn more about—and
 searching for similar images. It’s basically Google’s
 Image Search built right into Pinterest’s service.”...


Gigaom, Nov. 9; Pinterest Blog, Nov. 8


How to find your Wi-Fi password


Chris Hoffman writes: “What’s the password to your Wi-
Fi network, anyway? Whether you’ve changed the
 default password or not, it’s simple to find it. You can
 look up any Wi-Fi network password if you’ve previously
 connected to that network from a Windows PC or Mac.
 This is essential for hooking up new devices to a
 network. Whether you’ve misplaced your home
 network’s password or you’re visiting someone and
 don’t want to ask them for the password a second time, here’s how you can find it.”...


How-To Geek, Nov. 10


AL Direct is a free electronic newsletter emailed every Tuesday and Friday to personal
 members of the American Library Association.


Send news and feedback: aldirect@ala.org
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American Library Association • November 6, 2015
 


For daily ALA and library news, check the American Libraries website or subscribe to our
 RSS feed.


AASL Conference opens with IdeaLab


The 17th AASL National Conference and Exhibition
 opened on November 5 in Columbus, Ohio, with
 about 2,000 attendees eager to share professional
 development ideas and tips. Before the opening
 general session even began, hundreds of school
 librarians met at IdeaLab, a sort of digitally enhanced
 poster session, with tabletop video displays on topics from STEM and STEAM, national
 standards, Common Core, and more....


 American Libraries feature, Nov 6


The new ALA strategic directions


ALA Executive Director Keith Michael Fiels writes: “In
 June, the ALA Council adopted a new strategic plan
 for the American Library Association. Building on our
 long-standing commitment to our mission and core
 values, the new plan outlines three strategic directions
—advocacy, information policy, and professional and
 leadership development—that will provide a sharper focus and increase our impact as an
 Association over the next three to five years.”...
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American Libraries column, Nov./Dec.


Injunction keeps affordable internet access for 90 days


Tim Inklebarger writes: “A Massachusetts state court
 has granted a preliminary injunction to stop a
 planned shutdown of Sprint Corporation’s WiMax
 broadband network, giving providers of low-cost
 internet access to libraries and other organizations 90 days to migrate users to Sprint’s
 LTE network. Mobile Citizen and Mobile Beacon, which provide unlimited broadband
 access for $10 per month, requested the emergency relief order after negotiations
 stalled.”...


AL: The Scoop, Nov. 5


On My Mind: Winds of change


Christina Sibley, Mary M. Carr, and Julie Todaro write:
 “Community colleges are the backbone of US higher
 education, serving 42% of the nation’s
 undergraduates. Yet students are struggling to make it
 through the system. According to the Community
 College Research Center, some 60% of students
 entering community college require remedial courses
 to graduate, and fewer than 25% of them successfully
 earn a degree within eight years. Part of the problem is that tuition costs (even adjusting
 for inflation) have risen by 150% since 1985.”...


American Libraries column, Nov./Dec.


 


 


2016 edition of School Libraries Work!


School Libraries Work! a research report providing evidence of
 the positive impact of school librarians and libraries on student
 learning, was released November 5 by Scholastic at the AASL
 National Conference and Exhibition in Columbus, Ohio. The
 findings from more than 30 separate research studies
 demonstrate the integral role school libraries play in supporting
 student learning, while confirming that when school librarian
 staffing is reduced, student achievement in English Language Arts suffers....


Scholastic, Nov. 5
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Elsevier battle escalates


Scott Jaschik writes: “Elsevier is facing intense scrutiny over the
 resignation of all the editors and editorial board members of the
 journal Lingua, and on November 4 the company answered back
 with some specifics. But the answer has only intensified the criticism.
 While Elsevier has faced protest resignations in the past, this one
 has people in both the corporate and academic worlds talking.
 Fortune wrote of a ‘mutiny’ as evidence that ‘cracks are widening in
 the fortress of academic publishing.’”...


Inside Higher Ed, Nov. 2, 6; Elsevier, Nov. 4; Fortune, Nov. 2


 


 


A digital portrait of Colonial life


Launched November 2, the website of Harvard
 University Library’s Colonial North American Project
 so far includes 150,000 images of diaries, journals,
 notebooks, and other documents from the 17th and
 18th centuries. Part of Harvard’s endeavor to digitize
 all its collections and make them available, the project
 is unique because of its scale. According to a 2011
 survey, the material is scattered through 12
 repositories: from Houghton Library to the Harvard University Archives to Loeb Music
 Library....


Harvard Gazette, Nov. 4


Inaugural Walter Dean Myers Grants


We Need Diverse Books has selected the first five
 winners of its first-ever Walter Dean Myers Grant:
 Naadeyah Haseeb, Jami Nakamura Lin, Yamile
 Saied Méndez, Shveta Thakrar, and Angela Thomas.
 The winners will each receive a monetary award of $2,000 to support their writing or
 illustrating career goals. Walter Dean Myers was a lifelong advocate for diversity in youth
 literature, and a National Book Ambassador for Young People’s Literature....


We Need Diverse Books, Oct. 29


Apply for Big Read grants


If there’s one big idea promoted by The Big Read, it’s
 that books have the power to bring communities
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 together and ignite conversations. The NEA initiative
 is now accepting applications for its 2016–2017 grant
 program, which will award 75 organizations grants
 ranging from $5,000 to $20,000. Libraries are eligible to apply by January 27. The Big
 Read also encourages libraries to host creative events, such as art exhibits, theatrical
 readings, cook-offs, and festivals....


Programming Librarian, Nov. 6


Gendered expectations for library leaders


Jessica Olin and Michelle Millet write: “Despite
 significant gains in representation at the
 administration level, there is still a disparity between
 the percentage of women in our profession and
 women as library leaders. Even when women attain
 leadership roles, there are still hurdles in the shape of
 gendered expectations. This article examines the history of gender representation in the
 field and makes recommendations for how the profession could become more supportive
 of women in leadership roles.”...


In the Library with the Lead Pipe, Nov. 4


The weird world of DRM


Kyle Wiens writes: “DRM stands for Digital Rights
 Management, though it’s more accurate to call it
 Digital Restrictions Management—because DRM
 restricts what people can do with their digital stuff.
 DRM makes it so you can only buy your apps from Apple. DRM is why you can’t fast
 forward past previews and warnings on your DVD. DRM is the reason why that ebook you
 bought on a Kindle won’t play on a different e-reader. And the list goes on. So why does
 DRM exist in the first place?”...


Harvard Business Review, Nov. 3; Electronic Frontier Foundation; Defective by Design;
 TechDirt, Aug. 21, 2012; eBook Architects


The end of overdue fines?


Julia Pyatetsky writes: “The Vernon Area Public
 Library in the northwest suburbs of Chicago
 eliminated overdue fines this past August, and the
 Ela Area Public Library in Lake Zurich, Illinois,
 followed suit in September. They are modeling their
 policy on Algonquin (Ill.) Public Library and its
 decision to remove overdue fines in September 2014. Algonquin, nearing its one-year
 anniversary of instilling the policy, has had no adverse effects and has increased the
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 goodwill of patrons towards the public library.”...


Public Libraries Online, Nov. 5


How public libraries can support broadband adoption


Paul Konz writes: “Libraries are experimenting with
 innovative digital divide solutions that include
 increasing home broadband access. They are
 accomplishing this through partnerships with cities
 and local community-based organizations and
 developing engagement strategies that meet the
 unique needs of their residents. Trust is essential. As
 one of the most trusted institutions in every community, libraries play an important role in
 the solution.”...


CitiesSpeak, Nov. 3


Tech tools transform learning with dyslexia


Holly Korbey writes: “Fifth-grade teacher Kyle Redford
 said there is no doubt that technology has changed
 the lives of those with dyslexia, and that educators
 should embrace the changes. In articles for the Yale
 Center for Dyslexia and Creativity, she outlines in
 detail how to help struggling readers with classroom
 assignments—many with the aid of technology—and
 in one piece she even says good riddance to mandatory cursive. For dyslexics, a
 keyboard and spellcheck allow them to express their ideas without such monumental
 effort.”...


KQED News: Mind/Shift, Nov. 3; Yale Center for Dyslexia and Creativity


Books are dangerous


Frank Furedi writes: “At universities around the world,
 students are claiming that reading books can unsettle
 them to the point of becoming depressed,
 traumatized, or suicidal. Some contend that Virginia
 Woolf’s novel Mrs. Dalloway (1925), in which a suicide
 has taken place, could trigger suicidal thoughts
 among those disposed to self-harm. Others insist that F. Scott Fitzgerald’s The Great
 Gatsby (1925), with its undercurrent of spousal violence, might trigger painful memories of
 domestic abuse.”...


Aeon, Nov. 5


Google Books is good for publishers


Joe Wikert writes: “When I meet with publishers, I
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 always ask them about the biggest problems they face
 in today’s market. One of the most popular answers is
 ‘discoverability.’ That’s why I’m scratching my head
 about all the negative publisher and author reaction to
 the recent federal appeals court ruling on Google
 Books. Publishers, wake up and realize that the largest search engine on the planet offers
 a powerful way for your content to be discovered and purchased.”...


TeleRead, Nov. 5


The Librarians are doing it by the book


Elizabeth Willse writes: “I’m delighted to have The
 Librarians back on my TV screen, and Season 2 off to
 a promising start, with a double episode of ‘The
 Librarians and the Drowned Book,’ leading into ‘The
 Librarians and the Broken Staff.’ And I’m even more
 delighted to have the lively conversations going on in
 #TheLibrarians hashtag on Twitter. Here is a recap of the two-part episode, as well as
 some of my favorite social media reactions that took place on the hashtag. Fair warning:
 spoilers abound.”...


Cosplay, Comics, and Geek Culture in Libraries, Nov. 6
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For daily ALA and library news, check the American Libraries website or subscribe to our
 RSS feed.


The stereotype stereotype


Gretchen Keer and Andrew Carlos write: “As far back
 as the early 1900s, librarians have observed and
 commented on their public perceptions. Over the last
 10–15 years, this interest in librarian stereotypes,
 especially those concerning fashion, sexuality, and
 subcultural membership, has only increased. But why
 are we so deeply interested in, invested in, and driven to change librarian stereotypes?
 The answers lie in understanding the history of stereotypes in our profession.”...


 American Libraries feature, Nov./Dec.


Librarians gather at Sharjah/ALA conference


Mary Mackay writes: “Around 300 librarians gathered
 at the Sharjah International Book Fair in the United
 Arab Emirates on November 10–12 for the second
 annual SIBF/ALA Library Conference, ALA’s most
 ambitious international professional development
 event. Librarians from Afghanistan, Bahrain, Egypt,
 India, Iraq, Jordan, Mauritania, Oman, Qatar, Saudi
 Arabia, Sudan, UAE, and other countries participated in the three days of programs,
 training, and lively networking, in both Arabic and English with translation provided.”...
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AL: The Scoop, Nov. 17


Next AL Live: Landing an ideal library job


A new episode of American Libraries Live—a one-hour
 discussion on “Landing Your Ideal Library Job”—will air
 live at 2 p.m. Eastern time on December 10. This free
 streaming video broadcast is brought to you by
 American Libraries. An expert panel will discuss the challenges that librarians face in their
 careers and strategies to navigate through them. Panelists will also discuss opportunities
 in the current library job market from public to academic libraries and traditional to
 nontraditional libraries....


American Libraries, Nov. 13


 


 


BCALA launches ebook award


Since 1994, the Black Caucus of the American Library
 Association has honored exceptional printed works by
 African-American authors with its BCALA Literary
 Award. Now, more than 20 years later, BCALA, along
 with BiblioBoard, is launching its inaugural SELF-e
 Literary Award to honor self-published fiction and poetry.
 BCALA President Kelvin Watson says this will be the first ebook award offered by an ALA
 affiliate....


AL: The Scoop, Nov. 16


Cincinnati digitizes Audubon’s Birds of America


The Public Library of Cincinnati and Hamilton
 County owns one of the few intact copies of John
 James Audubon’s Birds of America. Housed in its
 Cincinnati Room, one page of only one of the
 double elephant folio editions was turned each
 week. At that rate, it took over eight years to see
 every page. Now, thanks to the new cases the library unveiled during a November 16
 ceremony, the exhibit also features a new computer touch screen allowing visitors to
 digitally flip through the books and zoom in on the artwork....


Public Library of Cincinnati and Hamilton County, Nov. 16


New York State regulations archived in database
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In October, law libraries in New York State announced
 the availability of an open-access database, NYCRR
 Digital Archive, which contains pages from the New York
 Codes, Rules, and Regulations from 1945 to 2001 in full-
text digital format. This free resource allows researchers,
 librarians, and lawyers to more easily research previous
 versions of New York regulations. Fifty users at one time
 can access the material....


Buffalo Law Journal, Nov. 16


 


 


GPO updates Ben’s Guide to the US Government


The US Government Publishing Office has launched an
 updated and redesigned version of Ben’s Guide to the
 US Government. The educational website is named
 after one of our nation’s most influential Founding
 Fathers, Benjamin Franklin. The site features new and
 enhanced content, a mobile device–friendly
 infrastructure, and a modernized look and feel that has
 been optimized for an intuitive learning experience.
 AASL partnered with GPO to ensure the content was age-appropriate....


Government Publishing Office, Nov. 17


Bullish about copyright policy for libraries


Alan S. Inouye writes: “Copyright policy is looking up for
 libraries. We’ve made some good progress in the last
 few years, with last month’s Google Books ruling by the
 US Court of Appeals for the 2nd Circuit as the latest
 installment. Long live fair use! The stimulus for this
 piece, however, is the copyright policy conference on November 17 hosted by the
 Re:Create coalition. This public event is a major milestone for heightened national
 advocacy for a balanced copyright regime in the digital era.”...


AL: E-Content, Nov. 16; District Dispatch, Oct. 16


The death of the just-in-case library collection


Rick Anderson writes: “I recently served as a reviewer
 of applicants for a conference scholarship. In that
 capacity, I reviewed 17 packages of application
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 materials, including essays on the future of libraries.
 Most of the applicants were relatively young librarians.
 I was intrigued to see two themes arising repeatedly
 enough in their essays to be noteworthy: the just-in-
case collection is dead, and the necessity of collaboration with vendors in order to bring
 about our desired future.”...


The Scholarly Kitchen, Nov. 17


The 10 best genre-bending books


Lincoln Michel writes: “Luckily for adventurous readers, there have been
 many writers who’ve used their books as sledgehammers, knocking down
 the artificial walls between genres in the night. These writers slip through
 the holes, strolling through fantasy gardens in the morning and eating
 lunch at the murder mystery mall before retiring to their macabre abodes
 in the graveyard of horror. Here are 10 amazing books that simply won’t
 stay put in one genre district.”...


Publishers Weekly, Nov. 13


New Microsoft tools can help your PowerPoint


Stephanie Mlot and Chloe Albanesius write: “Do you
 make terrible PowerPoint presentations? Microsoft
 can help. On November 13, Redmond announced
 two new ‘intelligent’ PowerPoint tools—Designer and
 Morph—which automate the creation of slides and
 presentations. With PowerPoint Designer, users
 drop in an image and the program serves up several template options. With Morph,
 PowerPoint can stitch together photos or text to give them motion.”...


PC Magazine, Nov. 13


Survey on summer reading trends


Jennifer Cummings writes: “Summer reading. We all spend so much
 energy, creativity, resources, and sanity on this one extraordinary
 time of year to promote the joy of reading and learning in our
 communities and to combat the summer slide. As we wrapped up
 summer reading this year, my team and I were wondering about
 what other libraries were up to during this crazy busy season. We
 sent out a survey and 59 libraries responded. Here is what they had
 to say.”...


ALSC Blog, Nov. 17



http://www.publishersweekly.com/pw/by-topic/industry-news/tip-sheet/article/68664-the-10-best-genre-bending-novels.html

http://www.pcmag.com/article2/0,2817,2495098,00.asp
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Service animals in the library


Loren Klein writes: “What would you do if an employee
 requested to use a service animal at work? The
 Manatee County (Fla.) Public Library learned firsthand
 how to handle the situation when longtime library
 staffer Terri Simon (right) asked to bring her service
 dog Mister to work. Simon, who has a hearing
 impairment, relies on Mister to alert her to sounds of
 which she would otherwise be unaware. Simon knew a service dog would improve her
 work performance, but it also brought novel challenges for the library.”...


Public Libraries Online, Nov. 12


Teaching teens digital security with spy-themed programs


Evan Mather writes: “What program on digital security
 would teens come to? Any program with ‘digital
 security’ or anything structured like a traditional class
 would be, as the kids would say, total snoozeville. And
 then it came to me: spies. Espionage and spying are
 all about keeping your information secure while
 stealing the information from your opponents.
 Everyone wants to be a spy. By emphasizing the
 security aspect of espionage, I’d make spycraft the cheese in which I’d hide the digital
 literacy pill.”...


Teen Services Underground, Nov. 17
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For daily ALA and library news, check the American Libraries website or subscribe to our


RSS feed.


Coloring book clubs cross the line into libraries


Alison Marcotte writes: “Woods Hole (Mass.) Public Library
is one of many libraries taking part in the adult coloring
book trend, welcoming the activity for its social, mental
health, and creative benefits. The adult coloring books
craze was aided by Scottish illustrator Johanna Basford’s
2013 Secret Garden: An Inky Treasure Hunt and Coloring
Book, an Amazon bestseller that has sold more than 6
million copies. Other US libraries are launching adult coloring book clubs.”...


American Libraries Trends, Nov./Dec.


Libraries create genderneutral bathrooms


Megan Cottrell writes: “It’s the central principle of a public
library: Everyone is welcome. Librarians everywhere work
to make sure their collections and programs offer
members of their community a safe space. And now some
librarians are expanding their safe spaces to include
bathrooms, specifically genderneutral restrooms for
patrons who identify as transgender or gender
nonconforming.”...


American Libraries Trends, Nov./Dec.


 



https://apply.ala.org/thinkingmoney

http://www.americanlibrariesmagazine.org/

http://americanlibrariesmagazine.org/feed/

https://www.facebook.com/amlibraries
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Join ALA for #GivingTuesday


The ALA Scholarship Program has again joined
#GivingTuesday, an effort that harnesses the
collective power of a unique blend of partners—
charities, families, businesses, and individuals—to
transform how people think about, talk about, and
participate in the giving season. Taking place December 1, GivingTuesday provides a
collective opportunity for people to give to the causes they believe in and support. To
join, visit the ALA donor page....


ALA Office for Human Resource Development and Recruitment, Nov. 24


 


 


ALA to undertake IT external review


As part of its planning for the future, ALA will be
undertaking an external review of its information
technology. The review will be conducted by a team of
external reviewers with broad technology and association
perspectives, and is based on a model commonly used in
higher education settings. The external reviewers will be
Brian Schottlaender and Margo Pecoulas. The external
review will begin in winter 2015, with a final report and recommendations for the ALA
Executive Board by spring 2016....


ALA Information Technology and Telecommunication Services, Nov. 23


NYPL gets its ceiling back


In May 2014, the iconic Rose Main Reading Room at
the New York Public Library’s Fifth Avenue branch
began to fall apart. One of the decorative rosettes on
the iconic ceiling came crashing to the floor in the
middle of the night. Thus began a $12.9 million
restoration project to repair the ceiling. WNYC’s
Richard Hake got an exclusive tour of the restoration project, climbing up several floors
of scaffolding to examine the historic ceiling from just a few inches away....


WNYC, New York City, Nov. 24


Minnesota couple want book removed from school libraries


A Rosemount, Minnesota, couple believes a book their 6thgrade daughter brought



http://www.ala.org/news/press-releases/2015/11/join-ala-giving-tuesday-effort-dec-1

http://www.givingtuesday.org/
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home from the Rosemount Middle School library is inappropriate
because of its sexual content and is suggesting the district remove it
from all Rosemount–Apple Valley–Eagan libraries. Ben and Kandi Lovin
are challenging the book Just One Day by Gayle Forman, which centers
on a teenager, Allyson, who spends one romantic day in Paris with a
mysterious actor and later decides she must leave college and return to
Europe to find him....


Minneapolis Star Tribune: Class Act, Nov. 20


 


 


How Nebraska libraries transform


Mike Tobias writes: “A handful of middle and high
school students play computer games, do crafts,
talk, and hang out in a basement room at the
Chadron (Nebr.) Public Library. The teens from this
city in the northwest corner of the state are here for
an afternoon afterschool program. The Chadron
teens are just a few of the thousands of Nebraskans who will use a public library in many
different ways this year.”...


NET News, Nov. 23


The cost of doing more with less


Barbara Fister writes: “Strange things can happen when
you starve systems that were once considered worth
funding because they benefit all. When public colleges and
universities have to make up for the loss of public funding,
they tax students directly by raising tuition. Winning big
grants, winning over donors, and winning the admissions
race require new resources, while the real work of the
institution gets pinched and starved because it’s not
directly generating income.”...


Inside Higher Ed: Library Babel Fish, Nov. 23


 


 


Digital sources in the classroom



http://www.alastore.ala.org/SearchResult.aspx?CategoryID=118

http://www.netnebraska.org/article/news/999947/nebraska-libraries-how-theyre-doing-challenges-and-opportunities

https://www.insidehighered.com/blogs/library-babel-fish/cost-doing-more-less
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http://dsh.oxfordjournals.org/content/30/suppl_1/i177
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Valerie Burton and Robert C. H. Sweeny write: “Our
hypothesis was simple enough: Undergraduates
would better understand a historic document online
if, instead of having a traditional textual intro, the
same information appeared in bitesize balloons
invoked by the users clicking on pins distributed
throughout. Half the students had a pinned edition
and half a more traditional one, while they all had several hours to explore the same
eightpage document from the late 19th century. They then filled out quizzes, short
answer tests, and went through a debriefing. The results surprised us.”...


Digital Scholarship in the Humanities, Oct. 1


The irony of writing online about digital preservation


Meredith Broussard writes: “Recently, Adrienne
LaFrance wrote in The Atlantic about the digital death
and rebirth of a story that was a Pulitzer Prize finalist
in 2008. Because ‘The Crossing,’ a 34part series
originally published by the Denver Rocky Mountain
News, was born digital, it was not as easily archived as
print stories, and its journey from obscurity to
resurrection was moving. Which led me to wonder: In 20 years, will anyone be able to
read LaFrance’s story? There is no guarantee that we will be able to read today’s news
on tomorrow’s computers.”...


The Atlantic, Nov. 20, Oct. 14


The library as research partner


Yasmeen Shorish writes: “As we consider the role of the
library in the scholarly life cycle, we should consider ways in
which the library can partner with other stakeholders. With
respect to research data management, what is the
appropriate role for the library? In order to achieve effective
research data management, planning for the life cycle of the
data should occur before any data are actually collected.”...


ACRL TechConnect Blog, Nov. 23


An early look at the turkey


Michael J. North writes: “Turkeys were one of many
animals and plants the Europeans encountered in the New
World beginning in 1492. There were wild turkeys
throughout much of North America, and Native peoples in
what are now Mexico and the US Southwest had
domesticated them: The Spanish found them in pens kept
by the Aztecs in Mexico. In 1555. Conrad Gesner
described the turkey in the third volume of his famous



http://www.theatlantic.com/technology/archive/2015/11/the-irony-of-writing-about-digital-preservation/416184/

http://www.theatlantic.com/technology/archive/2015/10/raiders-of-the-lost-web/409210/

http://acrl.ala.org/techconnect/post/the-library-as-research-partner
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zoological work, Historiae Animalium, which came out in five volumes from 1551 to
1587.”...


Circulating Now, Nov. 23


Managing “zombie holds” in your digital collection


Kristin Milks writes: “At Digipalooza in August, Holly
Varley, the materials selection manager for the Public
Library of Cincinnati and Hamilton County, talked about
her library’s use of what she has dubbed ‘Zombie
Penguins.’ Holly created a new way to order metered
content efficiently so that instead of spending money
repurchasing ebook titles that patrons are ignoring, they can spend it on new content.
Even though the titles expired, they still show up on the patron site, so patrons are still
able to place holds.”...


OverDrive Blogs, Nov. 24


Historical fiction that remembers the ladies


Kelly Dickinson writes: “It was pretty much inevitable that I would become
a Hamilton addict. I found LinManuel Miranda’s brilliant musical
exploring the story of Alexander Hamilton and the founding of the United
States irresistible from the moment I first listened to the opening number.
It also highlights perspectives often left out of the historical record,
including the voices and experiences of women. Here is some other
historical fiction that places women and their stories in the spotlight.”...


YALSA The Hub, Nov. 24


Bookish gifts for $20 or less


Kelly Jensen writes: “In the spirit of the season, I
thought I’d pull together a gift guide for bibliophiles of
all shapes and sizes. This can be a starting place for
you or useful if you’re trying to shop for the book
lover in your life. And it’s actually inexpensive: This
list has three price levels: $20 and under; $10 and
under; and $5 and under. I’ve gone for both
obviously bookish items, as well as some that are less bookish and more about being
useful for bookworms.”...


Book Riot, Nov. 24
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Direct ad inquiries to: mstack@ala.org


AL Direct FAQ: americanlibrariesmagazine.org/aldirect


All links outside the ALA website are provided for informational purposes only. Questions about the
content of any external site should be addressed to the administrator of that site.
 
AL Direct will not sell your email to outside parties, but your email may be shared with advertisers in this
newsletter should you express interest in their products by clicking on their ads or content. If the
advertisers choose to communicate with you by email, they are obligated to provide you with an
opportunity to optout from future emails in compliance with the CANSPAM act of 2003. Read the ALA
privacy policy.
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